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Topic 001 

 Disarmament: The Future of Peace a Hundred Years After 

“The War To End All Wars” 

 
Introduction 

The eleventh hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh month, 1918. An eerie silence spreads 

across the Western Front as the guns of the “war to end all wars” fire their final shots and 

suddenly go quiet. Eight and a half million soldiers lay dead and twenty-one million had been 

injured.1  The war was a “noble” war, a “great” war; people said the casualties were 

worthwhile because this war was fought to end all other wars. The loss experienced in this 

war would be the last such loss for humankind.  

Or so they said. 

And then the Italo-Ethiopian war happened. Then the Spanish civil war. By the time we got 

to World War II, it was exceedingly clear that the prophetic notion of the “war to end all 

wars” could not have been more wrong. 
                                                 
1 Dennis Showalter and John Graham Royde-Smith, “World War I,” in Encyclopedia Britannica, January 12, 2000, 
https://www.britannica.com/event/World-War-I. 
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In the century since the end of the First World War, millions have died in countless wars. As 

the United Nations (UN) General Assembly, it is our imperative to revisit the notion of 

“ending all wars” by reviewing the solutions we’ve attempted over the last century and 

recommitting ourselves to a future of peace. 

In particular, we’ll discuss the potential for global disarmament—negotiations on the 

reduction of military arsenals—at decreasing the frequency and scale of military conflicts. 

 

History 

 Post-World War I 

 In June of 1919, the Treaty of Versailles was signed, marking the formal end of the 

First World War. With militarization identified as a significant cause of the war, it 

made sense that the treaty included clauses to forcibly disarm Germany and to call 

on the other “great powers” to voluntarily and gradually disarm as well.2 However, 

this was feebly enforced and did not amount in significant results — as evidenced by 

the militarization that contributed to World War II only two decades later. While 

there were further attempts at disarmament treaties along the way—such as the 

Washington Naval Treaty of 1922, which, for a while, reduced the construction of 

naval battleships amongst world powers—they included short time limits that 

eventually expired, with little will from signatories to extend the limitations.3 Other 

treaties of the era said much to denounce militarization but did not include any way 

of enforcing against it. 

 

Since then, there has been much said and done on disarmament, with the UN 

founded in support of the principles of disarmament and major policy landmarks 

including the 1957 creation of the International Atomic Energy Agency, the 1968 

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons Treaty, and the 1991 establishment of the 

                                                 
2 Michael Levy et al., “Treaty of Versailles,” in Encyclopedia Britannica, July 20, 1998, 

https://www.britannica.com/event/Treaty-of-Versailles-1919. 
   The “great powers” refers to Great Britain, France, Russia, and Italy. 
3 “Washington Naval Treaty,” in Wikipedia, February 14, 2019, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Washington_Naval_Treaty&oldid=883308668. 
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UN Register of Conventional Arms.4 A detailed timeline of achievements on 

disarmament is published by the UN Office for Disarmament Affairs. 

  

UN Agenda on Disarmament 

In 2018, UN Secretary-General António Guterres released a new UN Agenda on 

Disarmament, entitled “Saving our Common Future”, recognizing the UN’s founding goal 

of “eliminating war as an instrument of foreign policy.”5 The agenda, created in 

collaboration with many member states, includes context, possible solutions for and 

questions about disarmament, integrating disarmament as a key priority of the UN system.6 

Delegates are highly recommended to review this document in advance of the SOMA 

conference; however, a summary will be provided here.  

 

 Status Quo: The Need for Disarmament 

The agenda identifies four key reasons why the UN has and should continue 

pursuing disarmament: to maintain international peace and security, to uphold and 

strengthen the principles of humanity in war, to protect civilians, and to promote 

sustainable development. A number of key reasons are listed for why disarmament is 

needed particularly in today’s time: 

• With multilateral disarmament negotiations stalled for the last two 

decades, a cold war-type relationship—or worse—is setting in, with 

little to prevent escalation of conflict from a host of modern threats. 

Without disarmament efforts, this could be a cold war worse than the 

original, marked by “unrestrained arms competition, surreptitious 

interference in domestic political processes, and the increasing 

pursuit of hostile acts just below the thresholds for use of force.”7 It 

is noted that in cases of heightened international tension in conflict, 

                                                 
4 “UNODA Disarmament Treaties Timeline,” accessed February 25, 2019, 
http://static.un.org/disarmament/content/timeline/. 
5 “UN Chief Launches New Disarmament Agenda ‘to Secure Our World and Our Future,’” UN News, May 24, 2018, 
https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/05/1010551. 
6 Securing Our Common Future: An Agenda for Disarmament (New York: United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs, 2018), 
https://unoda-epub.s3.amazonaws.com/i/index.html?book=sg-disarmament-agenda.epub. 
7 Securing Our Common Future: An Agenda for Disarmament, 15. 

http://static.un.org/disarmament/content/timeline/
http://static.un.org/disarmament/content/timeline/
https://www.un.org/disarmament/sg-agenda/en/
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disarmament has been proven to provide “decision makers more 

rationally” to threats and has lowered “public anxiety.”8 

• Modern conflict is increasingly complex and urban in nature, 

resulting in more severe loss of civilian life and destruction of 

infrastructure than in the past.9 

• As increases in military spending lead to a matching increase in 

military spending of other nations, studies show that across the globe 

countries are spending excessively to combat insecurity—$1.7 trillion 

on militaries and a total of 12.6% of the gross world product on 

containing all forms of violence—disproportionate to the spending 

on other pressing needs.10 Disarmament could enable the re-

allotment of these funds to much-needed other areas. 

• With new, more advanced weaponry and increased access of it to 

non-governmental groups, it is important that an international 

approach is taken to minimize casualties from these technological 

developments. 

•  Long-standing disarmament commitments have not been upheld, 

stagnation indicating a weak ability to enforce this policy—and 

risking the loss of confidence in international negotiations. Progress 

on disarmament will help restore public trust in the UN’s “ability to 

deliver.”11 

With respect to sustainable development, the agenda itemizes specific sustainable 

development goals (SDG) of the “2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development” that 

relate to disarmament. A wide range of SDGs are discussed, from creating “safe 

learning environments” by limiting the circulation of weapons to fulfill the SDG of 

“Quality Education,” to reducing premature death to ensure “Good Health and 

                                                 
8 Securing Our Common Future: An Agenda for Disarmament, 20. 
9 Securing Our Common Future: An Agenda for Disarmament, 15–16. 
10 Securing Our Common Future: An Agenda for Disarmament, 16–17. 
11 Securing Our Common Future: An Agenda for Disarmament, 18. 
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Well-Being” to preventing environmental contamination through chemical 

weaponry.  

 

A Toolbox of Disarmament 

The UN encourages delegates to consider a broad variety of approaches to 

disarmament for each situation, as quoted: 

• Measures for elimination and destruction—terms most directly 
synonymous with “disarmament”— have been employed at all levels, 
from weapons of mass destruction to landmines. They are pursued 
to accomplish many objectives, including to maintain stability, 
restore international peace and security, reduce the cost of military 
expenditures, uphold humanitarian principles and prevent armed 
conflict. 

• Measures for prohibitions and restrictions are pursued most often 
for humanitarian reasons when the specification of limits on the use 
of certain types of weapons is deemed necessary to protect civilians, 
uphold the principles of humanity or abide by the dictates of public 
conscience. 

• Measures for non-proliferation aim to prevent the dissemination of 
problematic or risky items. As such they are most often used in 
connection with weapons of mass destruction, their means of 
delivery and related materials, including dual-use items. 

• Measures for regulation include a diverse range of tools, including 
trade controls, physical security and stockpile management. In 
addition to traditional disarmament concerns, they can also be 
pursued to enhance public safety, prevent theft and diversion, 
combat crime and facilitate the implementation of broader security 
objectives. 

• Measures for reduction and limitation are often pursued through 
binding or non-binding arms control agreements in the interest of 
maintaining stability, ending or preventing arms competition, and 
reducing the threat of major war. They have been applied most often 
to strategic weapons and other major conventional-weapon systems. 

• Measures for transparency and confidence-building are often 
pursued as voluntary means for sharing information with the aim of 
creating mutual understanding and trust, reducing misperceptions 
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and miscalculations, enhancing clarity of intentions, and ultimately 
reducing the risk of armed conflict. They can serve as a baseline for 
the pursuit of legally binding measures. 

• Measures for remediation cover a range of activities, including 
explosive ordnance destruction and demining, the repair of the 
natural environment and assistance to victims and survivors. They 
have become an increasingly common feature of humanitarian 
disarmament instruments.12 

 

The Vision for Disarmament 

The agenda reaffirms the 1978 decision of this assembly to set “general and complete 

disarmament,” defined generally as the prohibition on development, production, or 

use of nuclear, chemical, or other weapons of mass destruction; the prohibition 

further on the use of the most injurious or indiscriminately harmful conventional 

weapons; the “balanced reduction of armed forces and conventional armaments, 

based on the principle of undiminished security of the parties with a view to 

promoting or enhancing stability at a lower military level, taking into account the 

need of all States to protect their security”; and an enforcement body to investigate 

and enforce these measures.13 Delegates should “reconceptualize this fundamental 

goal,” making use of all the elements of the “toolbox” to achieve “national and 

collective security in the 21st Century.” 

 

Weapons of Mass Destruction 

 Since the first-ever adopted resolution of the General Assembly in 1946, the UN has 

sought global elimination of weapons of mass destruction.14 These weapons are seen 

as the greatest long-term threat to the continuation of humanity. 

  Nuclear 

  Despite significant developments such as the ambitious “2017 Treaty on the 

Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons” or recent developments on de-

                                                 
12 Securing Our Common Future: An Agenda for Disarmament, 23–24. 
13 “RESOLUTIONS and DECISIONS Adopted by the General Assembly,” in Tenth Special Session of the UN General 
Assembly, vol. 4, A/S-10/4 (New York: United Nations, 1978), 
https://web.archive.org/web/20151117222949/http://www.un.org/disarmament/HomePage/SSOD/A-S-10-4.pdf. 
14 Securing Our Common Future: An Agenda for Disarmament, 27. 
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nuclearization in negotiations with Iran and the Democratic People's 

Republic of Korea, the key priority of total of elimination of nuclear weapons 

is still far, with  approximately 15, 000 remaining in the stockpiles of nine 

countries.15 Next steps include “resuming dialogue and negotiations,” noting 

that the 1968 Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty remains the only binding 

treaty on the issue for nuclear arms control and disarmament and the 2017 

treaty—although ambitious in its contents—is still awaiting signatories; and 

“extending the norms against nuclear weapons and their proliferation”16such 

as by extending the enforcement mechanisms of the “Comprehensive 

Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty”; and “preparing for a world free of nuclear 

weapons,” by establishing nuclear-weapon-free zones17, implementing the 

ban on nuclear fissile materials, and developing standards and capabilities for 

the verification of claimed disarmament.18 

 

Chemical and Biological 

Although “The Biological Weapons Convention” is the primary framework 

to address this universally-condemned issue, it contains little to verify 

compliance and implementation has been inconsistent across signatory states. 

Enforcement of the ban, too, has been limited by the veto of the UN 

Security Council, which has restrained response to reported violations. A 

proposed solution: “the creation of a new and impartial mechanism to [verify 

the use of chemical weapons] and identify those responsible.”19 Also at issue 

is “preventing the emergence of new domains of conflict,” such as in outer 

space; legally binding measures to add onto the informal commitments 

                                                 
15 Securing Our Common Future: An Agenda for Disarmament, 27. 
16 The foundational norm is the idea that “a nuclear war cannot be won and must never be fought.” 
17 Nuclear-weapon-free zones are regions that have been declared to be permanently free of nuclear weapons. Currently, 
these include all territory in the Southern Hemisphere, on the seabed and in outer space. 
18 Securing Our Common Future: An Agenda for Disarmament, 27–35. 
19 Securing Our Common Future: An Agenda for Disarmament, 35–40. 
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against militarization in outer space that have worked to-date should be 

investigated.20 

  

Conventional Weapons 

A variety of next steps are proposed with the goal of saving lives lost to conventional 

weaponry, often to address more modern implementations of these weapons. This 

includes efforts to limit the irresponsible use of weapons that cause civilian deaths, 

such as by sharing best practices after past episodes of urban combat and 

establishing a UN regime to track civilian casualties. On Improvised Explosive 

Devices, which are often used by non-State armed groups, the UN can facilitate 

international coordination on the “survey, risk education, clearance, disposal, border 

control, monitoring of dual-use materials, and surveillance of casualties.”21 With 

Armed Drones, member states should consider the implementation of common 

standards, and transparency and accountability measures to uphold human rights and 

limit the threat of the use of this powerful developing weapons technology. 

Delegates should also research the trend to fully-autonomous weapons, weapons 

controlled solely by Artificial Intelligence, and their country’s position on this 

development. On small arms, the UN can support national governments in tackling 

illicit arms trafficking and organized crime. As a whole, if excessive military spending 

impedes SDGs and remains a concern of the General Assembly, delegates should 

consider what measures can be taken by the UN to limit spending in member states. 

 

Emerging Weapons of War 

Today’s disarmament policy must consider foreseeable changes to warfare that are 

developing. Some potential technological developments could be particularly 

dangerous, “especially those resulting in greater autonomy and remote operation of 

weapon systems, [which] could create perceptions of casualty-free warfare, lowering 

the threshold for the use of force.”22 The rapid pace of technological development is 

                                                 
20 Securing Our Common Future: An Agenda for Disarmament, 35–40. 
21 Securing Our Common Future: An Agenda for Disarmament, 49. 
22 Securing Our Common Future: An Agenda for Disarmament, 62. 
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quickly outpacing the ability of regulatory frameworks; so, we must keep ahead of 

the challenges to peace raised by scientific and technological development. A variety 

of threats are presented by new technologies:  

• New technologically that has increased access to synthetic biology and 

genome editing is lowering the barriers to entry for the development of 

biological and chemical weapons. 

• Additive manufacturing or 3D printing technology is enabling the 

dissemination of controlled weapons, often particularly threatening when 

enforcement agencies are unable to predict the material make-up of 

sophisticated digitally-synthesized weaponry. 

• Cyber attacks threaten important civilian infrastructure while hacking implies 

the risk of loss of powerful military technology to foreign governments or 

non-state hacking groups. Holding perpetrators accountable for this kind of 

attack is proving challenging, with the identity of attackers often carefully 

concealed. 

• Lethal autonomous weapons (LAWs) could challenge humanitarian law and 

norms on human accountability for the use of force while introducing an 

increasing threat to the human ability to control warfare. Lethally 

autonomous weapons “are generally considered to be systems that are 

capable of selecting and attacking a target without human intervention.” 

Unlike more convention autonomous weapons, LAWs actions could become 

unpredictable and uncontrollable—while remaining lethal, in the case of 

systems malfunction. With the advance of technology, it’s possible that 

LAWs will be incredibly accurate weapons—although many question their 

capacity to make human-like judgements and apply humanitarian principles 

and law. Many, including the Secretary-General, support “political or legally 

binding arrangements, to ensure that humans remain at all times in control 

over the use of force.”23 

 
                                                 
23 Securing Our Common Future: An Agenda for Disarmament, 64. 
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 Although the 1949 Geneva Convention places the responsibility on individual 

nations to evaluate the legality of the potential use of new technologies, the UN can facilitate 

the transparency of these reviews and the sharing of conclusions to standardize an 

understanding of the law on modern technology.  Delegates should also consider if specific 

measures can be taken to avoid the identified risks of developing technologies. 

Further, on the development of science and technology, the UN can support private 

industry and member states to “encourage responsible innovation of science and technology, 

to ensure its application for peaceful purposes.”24 

 

Pertinent Questions 

1. How should the UN proceed to advance the objective of “General and Complete 

Disarmament”? What specific steps can be resolved by the General Assembly to 

bring progress on this file? 

2. How can the UN promote cooperation and negotiation on disarmament? 

3. How optimistic or willing to participate in negotiations on disarmament is your 

country? 

4. How should countries address the unique disarmament concerns of the twenty-first 

century? 

5. How should countries balance their interest in developing military and security 

technologies with their interest in limiting the arms capabilities of those around 

them? 

6. How should the UN enforce existing disarmament treaties? 

7. How should the UN encourage restraint on total military spending? 

8. How should modern and developing technologies be factored into disarmament 

policy? 

9. How can the UN regulate and encourage the responsible development of military 

technology? 

10. How should the UN address disarmament in the context of non-state armed groups? 

 

                                                 
24 Securing Our Common Future: An Agenda for Disarmament, 64–65. 
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Read More  

The full Agenda for Disarmament released by the UN Secretary-General in 2018 is less than 

eighty pages, providing excellent depth on the issue and possible solutions for Disarmament. 

The agenda can be viewed at https://www.un.org/disarmament/sg-agenda/en/ 

Further, perhaps one of the most interesting developments on disarmament will be the 

evolution of warfare — or prevention of said evolution — through the implementation of 

lethal autonomous weapons. Although an advocacy organization, both the “Home” page 

and the “Research & Reports” section of autonomousweapons.org contains valuable 

information to delve deeper on this subject. 

Delegates should also research the state of disarmament in their own nation and its foreign 

policy on the subject, perhaps as it relates to regional allies and enemies. The UN Office for 

Disarmament Affairs hosts numerous resources on this, including reports outlining the state 

of disarmament in various regions and a variety of helpful fact sheets.  They also publish a 

historical timeline of disarmament achievements at this link. 
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